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Postage stamps and related objects are miniature communication tools, and they tell a 
story about cultural and political identities and about artistic forms of identity 
expressions. They are part of the world’s material heritage, and part of history. Ever 
more of this postal heritage becomes available online, published by stamp collectors’ 
organizations, auction houses, commercial stamp shops, online catalogues, and 
individual collectors. Virtually collecting postage stamps and postal history has recently 
become a possibility. These working papers about Africa are examples of what can be 
done. But they are work-in-progress! Everyone who would like to contribute, by 
sending corrections, additions, and new area studies can do so by sending an email 
message to the APH editor: Ton Dietz (dietzaj@asc.leidenuniv.nl). You are welcome! 
 
Disclaimer: illustrations and some texts are copied from internet sources that are publicly available. All 
sources have been mentioned. If there are claims about the copy rights of these sources, please send an 
email to asc@asc.leidenuniv.nl, and, if requested, those illustrations will be removed from the next 
version of the working paper concerned.  
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“Administratively, Réunion is one of the overseas departments of France. Like the other four 
[current] overseas departments, it is also one of the 18 regions of France, with the modified status of 
overseas region, and an integral part of the republic with the same status as Metropolitan France. 
Réunion is an outermost region of the European Union and, as an overseas department of France, 
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“This volcanic island in the Indian Ocean, while admittedly remote (110 miles southwest of Mauritius 
and 420 miles east of Madagascar), was prosperous because of thriving trade in sugarcane and 
spices, and boasted a population of more than 121,000. The island was fairly sophisticated, with 
some fine buildings, especially in St. Denis, and at least eight newspapers. The island was uninhabited 
until the French landed in 1638, and initially was known as Mascarin. In 1649, it was officially claimed 
by France and named after the ruling dynasty, becoming Ile de Bourbon…Twenty members of the 
French East India Co. arrived in 1665, and over the next hundred years the population grew, including 
many slaves imported to tend the commercial crops. Before 1853, France had few specific laws 
dealing with internal posts of its colonies, and several of the older colonies — Guadeloupe, 
Martinique, and Bourbon — had organized their own letter posts by the second half of the 18th 
century. Bourbon’s first official internal post began in 1784. The elected national convention in Paris 
abolished the monarchy on Sept. 21, 1792, and in March 1793, Ile de Bourbon became Ile de la 
Reunion, a name reflecting what Maurice Jamet (150 Ans d’Histoire Postale des Anciennes Colonies 
Francaises, 1980) called “a sense of union of wills and a name to remind us of our victories and 
revolution” [translation]. In 1806, the island became Ile de Bonaparte, after the first French emperor 
(as of 1804). The British captured the island but kept the name in 1810, but reverting to France in 
1815 after the Congress of Vienna, the island became Bourbon once more. Finally, in 1848, it 
became, and still is, Ile de la Reunion — Reunion Island: a French department in 1946, and an 
overseas department and one of France’s 18 [overseas] regions in 1974 (by Kathleen Wunderly)”. 
https://www.linns.com/news/world-stamps-postal-history/2016/november/reunion-made-own-
stamps-1852.html  
“La Reunion became a French possession in 1638, following the landing of Goubert de Dieppe. It was 
first named Ile Bourbon, in honor of the famed royal family. A true colonization had to wait until the 
arrival of an expedition in 1642-43, as can be seen in the set of stamps (Scott 177B-177G) issued in 
1943 to celebrate the third centenary of the colony. Still, however, it was only a tentative “foot on 
the ground.” Settlement of this and other islands was encouraged by the motherland as part of a 
defense strategy for the empire. The prominence of British military and civilian establishments on 
the Indian subcontinent called for a vigorous expansion of French presence in the Indian Ocean. 
Particularly, the defense of French establishments in India led to a strategy that called for a periphery 
of defensive points, beginning in Madagascar, which could, in case of necessity, become bases for, 
and lend support to, eventual naval deployments.  A systematic and well-capitalized expansion of 
French colonialists in Ile Bourbon began in earnest in 1664. In the early 1700s, Mauritius was taken 
from the Dutch, and the Seychelles Islands were colonized beginning in 1756. The periphery strategy 
seemed to be fully operational. While Great Britain poured all of its efforts on the mainland, France 
continued to build a necklace of island posts, useful from both military and commercial points of 
view. The island’s main product was sugar cane, which proved to be a secure and steady source of 
income for the islanders. Then, in 1721, coffee was brought to Ile Bourbon, and was an immediate 
commercial success. Business and population grew steadily, and the decades passed relatively 
uneventfully. In 1793, the name of the island was changed to Reunion, as a direct consequence of 
the fall of the French monarchy. Louis XVI was deposed in 1792. France and England were at war 
again in 1803. A British naval blockade of the island took place in 1809, leading to the landing on the 
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island of 4,000 British soldiers. The local population capitulated less than two days after the landing, 
and a relatively peaceful changing of the guard took place. Some local inhabitants, notably in the 
town of Saint-Andre, had even sided with the British — apparently, not everyone had been a fan of 
the revolution. L’Isle de France was also taken by British forces in 1810, and was renamed 
“Mauritius.” The Seychelles were taken by the British in 1811. While Mauritius and Seychelles 
remained under British dominion, the island of Reunion was ceded back to France at the signing of 
the Treaty of Paris of April 2, 1815. It remained in the status of a French colony until 1947, at which 





a843bfbbe0b5818dfc4a/r/e/rep_841a.jpg: “1841, Letter from St Denis to Bordeaux (until 1848 
Reunion was called Ile Bourbon)”.  
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https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/4sAAAOSwiNxbPddR/s-l1600.jpg , Postmark St Denis, 1845 
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/8OUAAOSwry1aAPYY/s-l500.jpg: “Reunion 1848 internal cover/ST. 
BENOIT ILE DE BOURBON”.  
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/OKQAAOSwI-dbPddW/s-l1600.jpg ,Postmark St Denis,  Ile de 
Reunion, 1850 (?) 
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2 French colony with own stamps, 1851-1852 
1851 
15c, M11, and 30c, M2 
 
https://www.linns.com/news/world-stamps-postal-history/2016/november/reunion-made-own-
stamps-1852/basicslider-0/1852-reunion-island-first-issue.jpg, and : 
https://www.linns.com/news/world-stamps-postal-history/2017/february/la-reunion-brief-history-
of-its-postage-stamps/basicslider-1/reunion-30-centime-stamp.jpg :   “Two postal directives from 
Paris reached the officials of St. Denis, capital of the French colony of Ile de la Reunion, in the 
summer of 1851. The dispatches were not well-received…Returning to the summer of 1851 on 
Reunion: France had issued its first stamps in January 1849, and their success led authorities to 
consider sending stamps for use in the colonies. The official dispatches of June 13 and Aug. 14, 1851, 
said that certain denominations of the 1849 Ceres stamps — the 10-centime, 25c and 1-franc 
denominations — would be sent to Reunion. (Four other colonies eventually received stamps as 
well.). The dispatches also listed all the postal rates in effect for mailing from the island to France and 
its settlements, including “the special and local rates” (not specified) that would have to be prepaid 
for letters to reach the port of mailing (St. Denis) on Reunion. The implication was, however, that the 
French stamps to be supplied could be used for all mailing purposes. The problem was that local 
rates on Reunion were 15 centimes for a letter mailed within a city, and 30c for a letter sent between 
two post offices within the island, and no French stamps in those denominations were to be sent. 
Thus, there would be no stamps of the correct denominations to prepay letters to get them to St. 
Denis, from which they would then be sent overseas. The website of the Philatelic Circle of Bourges, 
in central France, describes the Reunion governor (possibly an apocryphal anecdote, but humorous 
nonetheless) as reading the dispatches and then saying, “A Paris, decidemment, ils ne comprennent 
rien” (translation: “In Paris, decidedly, they understand nothing”). And, so, the Reunion officials 
decided to print the stamps they needed for their own purposes, no matter what Paris chose to send. 
A decree dated Dec. 10, 1851, signed in St. Denis by the island’s governor, Louis Doret, and the 
director of the interior, Edouard Manes, listed all the postal rates both for mail leaving Reunion and 
for internal postal fees, and stated that, “There will be 10c, 25c, and 1fr stamps for the letters for 
France and foreign countries, and 15c and 30c stamps for the interior service of the colony.” This 
decree did not note that the 10c, 25c and 1fr stamps were existing French issues, and that the 15c 
and 30c issues were being printed on the island. The “official government printer” in St. Denis, 
Gabriel La Huppe (there is still a street in St. Denis named after him), was charged with both 
                                                          
1 M = Michel Katalog Nord- und Ostafrika, 2005, Reunion, pp 978-996. 
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designing and producing the new stamps, with a different design for each of the two denominations. 
Scott’s Monthly Journal of May 1925 quoted prolific philatelic author Fred Melville on the birth of the 
Reunion stamps, saying that La Huppe “made up the designs from type ornaments and letters, and 
apparently set each denomination four times, as four variations are found of each value.” The stamps 
were printed by typography in black ink on thin, blue pelure paper, unwatermarked and not 
perforated. The stamps also were ungummed, a factor that Melville blamed for the stamps’ 
unpopularity with the public, who sometimes added glue or used pins to affix the stamps. Use of the 
stamps was optional, with payment noted in manuscript markings by postal clerks on the letters. 
Melville said that the St. Denis postmaster allegedly stated that he did not sell more than eight 
francs’ worth of the stamps in the years of their validity, Jan. 1, 1852, to Dec. 31, 1859, after which 
they were replaced by the first general issue of the French colonies. That figure is difficult to believe, 
but on the subject of scarcity, Melville also mentioned that “an old-time philatelist of Bordeaux who 
thought himself in clover when he unearthed a mass of 2,000 letters of the period all originating in 
Reunion, found only six copies of the island’s stamps amongst the lot.” How many examples were 
printed of the first issues of Reunion? The number often quoted in catalogs and articles is 7,500 of 
each denomination, and Melville stated in the 1925 Scott’s Monthly Journal article that 14,960 were 
destroyed in 1860, without giving his source for this figure. Because this would leave only 40 stamps 
ever extant, 15,000 becomes unbelievable. A document discovered in recent years in the archives of 
St. Denis, described in a monograph by its finders, Jean Francois Brun and Benedict Chandanson, 
published in December 2008 (Les Deux Premiers Timbres-Poste de l’Ile de la Reunion) sheds light on 
both the question of quantities of Reunion Scott 1 and 2 and their ungummed state. The handwritten 
document, dated Feb. 16, 1852, at 8 a.m., in St. Denis, states [translation] that the signatories — 
Planta, director of letter mail in Reunion; Gardillane, curator of mortgages; Morin, representative of 
the controller; and La Huppe, government printer — “have examined in accordance with the orders 
of the director of the interior, on receipt of the stamps, the issue of which was ordered by decree of 
31 December 1851 and whose surrender to the director of the office could not take place due to 
damage incurred during the application of a coating used to stick them on letters.” The document 
continues, stating that the examiners “found it appropriate to accept four thousand eight hundred,” 
including 2,400 of each denomination, “and there was need to destroy an amount of three thousand 
two hundred,” 1,600 of each denomination, which were “immediately burned in the presence of the 
committee.” The “accepted” and the “destroyed” numbers add up to 8,000, but at least some of the 
new stamps had been on sale for more than month. Had some ungummed examples been put on 
sale, and then La Huppe tried to apply gum to some of the rest, with disastrous results? I do not have 
a copy of the Brun-Chandanson monograph, to see what the authors have to say about any 
ungummed stamps that had been placed on sale Jan. 1, 1852. The use of the figure 7,500 of each 
denomination in various sources continues to be inexplicable. No matter what their original 
quantities, Reunion Scott 1 and 2 are mighty scarce today. Melville’s 1925 article discussed the 
examples offered in the April 1925 auction of material from the holdings of the truly legendary 
collector, Count Philippe la Renotiere von Ferrary (1850-1917). The French government had seized 
the enormous collection as war reparations and auctioned it in 14 sales between 1921 and 1926. 
Melville exclaimed that Ferrary had owned six examples of the 15c and four of the 30c: “ten stamps 
with a total philatelic value of at least $9,000!” That sum wouldn’t buy half of a single example of 
Reunion Scott 1 or 2 these days.The values in the 2017 Scott Classic Specialized Catalogue of Stamps 
and Covers 1840-1940 for the two issues are given in italics, to indicate the elusiveness of examples. 
Reunion Scott 1, the 15c, is valued at $39,000 unused and $25,000 used, and $45,000 on cover. 
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Reunion Scott 2, the 30c, is also valued at $39,000 unused and $25,000 used, but $35,000 on cover. 
The two stamps were reprinted using the surviving plates (some had rusted away) in 1866 in 
Brussels, with three types of each denomination instead of the original four, on paper of a lighter 
blue than the original. The reprints are easily identified by the outer frame of one thick and one thin 
line, rather than the originals’ frame of one thick and two thin lines. (by Kathleen Wunderly)”. 
 
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/968.jpg: “Yvert #1, 1852 15c Black on blue, Ty. II, an 
especially choice used example of this rare stamp, being in a quality which few others enjoy, 
possessing generous margins all around, with strong color and clear impression on fresh paper, plus 
it is completely free of the myriad faults that plague most examples of this fragile stamp, as it's tied 
to piece by customary crisscrossed pen stroke cancel, very fine; among the nicest used examples 
available; signed A. Brun and Calves, as well as being accompanied by 1992 and 2003 Brun 
certificates and a 1992 Calves certificate (Scott #1)”.  
 
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/969.jpg: “Yvert #2, 1852 30c Black on blue, Ty. I, without 
gum as issued, an extraordinarily choice single, which is unquestionably the finest mint example in 
existence, boasting exceptionally large and even margins on all four sides, plus its color is particularly 
rich and the impression is deeply etched on marvelously fresh paper that still retains its original 
bluing, but most remarkable of all is the fact that it is completely free of the myriad faults that plague 
virtually all existing copies, simply superb; a true gem for the connoisseur of classics; signed Calves 
and Sismondo and accompanied by their 2004 certificates; ex-Ferrary and Boker (Scott #2)”.  
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of-its-postage-stamps/basicslider-4/1852-two-stamps.jpg  Postmark Saint Andre, 1852 (?) 
 
https://www.linns.com/news/world-stamps-postal-history/2017/february/la-reunion-brief-history-
of-its-postage-stamps/basicslider-3/st-andre-saint-denis-internal-cover.jpg  Postmark Saint Andre. 
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15c: for transport of letters to the port 
30c: for transport of letters within the island, from one post office to the other. 
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http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/971.jpg: “Yvert #1a-2b, 1852 15c-30c Black on blue, 
reprints, without gum as produced, complete sheetlet of six subjects, the top three stamps 15c and 
the bottom three stamps 30c, quite fresh and with extra-large sheet selvages, horizontal fold 
between the stamps, very fine; scarce as a full sheet (Scott #1-2 Footnote)”. 
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3 French colony using general stamps of Colonies Françaises, 1852-
1885 
 
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/963.jpg: “1854 Cover from Paris to Reunion, folded cover to 
St. Denis franked by France 1853 20c Blue on bluish and 80c Rose on pinkish (#14, 17), both with 
large margins, except 80c with nick in top left corner, tied by large square grid, "Paris/24 Dec, 54" 
departure postmark, "Via Suez, Ceylon, Maurice" directive, 4 May 1855 arrival backstamp, very fine 
usage to this scarce destination; signed Roumet.”.  
 
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/964.jpg : “French Colonies Yvert #3, 1859 10c Bister on 
yellow, vertical strip of three, mostly large margins to close at right, tied by two strikes of blue 
diamond of dots grid to 1862 folded letter to Port Louis, Mauritius, matching "St. Denis, Ile De La 
Reunion" datestamp and boxed "PD", "p Fury" directive, Mauritius arrival backstamp and red "6d" 
due, fresh and very fine; scarce underpaid early inter-island usage (Scott #3).” 
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http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/965.jpg: “France Colonies Yvert #3, 5, 1859 10c Bister on 
yellow and 40c Orange on yellowish, horizontal pairs of each, both with large even margins, tied by 
two strikes of diamond of dots grid to 1866 cover to France, "St. Benoit, Reunion/19 Oct, 66" 
postmark at lower left, "pour Suez" directive, red octagonal transit and red boxed "PD", various 
transit and arrival backstamps, cover with flap missing and stain on back of bottom left corner, 
otherwise very fine and rare; signed Calves (Scott #3, 5)”.  
 
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/966.jpg: “French Colonies Yvert #3, 5, 1859 10c Bister on 
yellow and 40c Orange on yellowish, two vertical strips of three of former and vertical pair of latter, 
mostly large margins to touching one 10c strip, tied by diamond of dots grids to fresh 1869 folded 
letter to Mauritius, "St. Denis, Reunion/3 Janv, 69" datestamp, red boxed "PD" and backstamped 
Mauritius the next day, extremely fine; scarce and colorful inter-island franking; signed Calves and 
accompanied by his 2001 certificate (Scott #3, 5).” 
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http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/967.jpg: “French Colonies Yvert #5, 1859 40c Orange on 
yellowish, horizontal strip of three, mostly large margins to close at top, tied by two strikes of 
diamond of dots grid to fresh blue 1865 folded cover to Switzerland, clear "St. Denis, Reunion/19 
Mai, 65" datestamp, "Suez" and "par les Menageris Imperiales" directives, red octagonal transit and 
boxed "PD", Marseille and Bern transit and Langnau arrival backstamps, fresh and very fine; a rare 
destination from Reunion (Scott #5)”.  
 
http://www.kelibia.fr/histoirepostale/x_reunion1_off.jpg: “L'activité postale réunionnaise s'est 
beaucoup accrue durant le Second Empire. L'usage du timbre sur l'île de la Réunion a débuté en août 
1851 avec des vignettes en provenance de France. A partir de 1860, les 15 bureaux de poste 
insulaires ont utilisé les timbres "aigle" communs à toutes les colonies du Second Empire. Lors du 
lancement des timbres "aigle", la Réunion avait reçu cinq fois moins de vignettes que Martinique ou 
Guadeloupe. De ce fait, les oblitérations de certains bureaux réunionnais comme celui de "Plaine des 
Palmistes" n'ont jamais été vues sur une lettre avant 1864. Mais dans la seconde partie de la 
décennie 1860, le trafic postal de la Réunion était passé à environ 3 000 lettres par semaine contre 
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seulement 2 200 en Martinique…. lettre de Saint Denis de la Réunion à Nantes du 9 juin 1862. Cette 
lettre est adressée à Monsieur Viot, négociant à Nantes (dont l'archive célèbre a fait la joie des 
spécialistes de philatélie et marcophilie !) où elle est arrivée un mois après son départ. Il s'agit d'une 
lettre à double port c'est à dire entre 7.5 et 15 grammes comme l'indique la mention "2" au crayon 
rouge.Le cachet rouge d'entrée en France "COL. FRA V. SUEZ AMB." et la mention "Viâ Suez" 
attestent du passage terrestre par l'isthme de Suez (et non pas par le canal de Suez qui ne devait être 
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https://d2xqn5t7wr4wg1.cloudfront.net/modules/auctions/1/pics/big/612-1.jpg: “1859/65: Eagle 10 
c. biste and 40 c. orange used on small 1868 envelope to Paris tied by dotted lozeneg in blue, circular 
"Reunion / St. Denis" despatch at right (July 19) and "Col. F. V. Suez Paq. F. / 3 Mars 3" entry marking 
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http://www.kelibia.fr/histoirepostale/x_reunion2_off.jpg: “lettre de Saint Denis de la Réunion à 
Lormont (Gironde) du 20 novembre 1869. Cette lettre, destinée à un négociant de vins de Bordeaux, 
est affranchie avec des timbres "aigle" pour un total de 1 Franc, tarif postal en vigueur pour une 
lettre au double port transportée un paquebot français (mention manuscrite "2"). 1 Franc 
correspondait alors à une demi journée de travail ouvrier en France métropolitaine. Elle a été 
acheminée par l'Emirne premier navire en provenance de l'île de la Réunion à emprunter le canal de 
Suez inauguré le 17 novembre 1869. Ceci est confirmé par la mention "Viâ Suez" et le cachet rouge 
d'entrée en France daté de décembre 1869”.  
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https://d2xqn5t7wr4wg1.cloudfront.net/modules/auctions/1/pics/big/538-1.jpg: “1859/71: 10 c. 
brown Eagle (pair, touched at left), 1871 5 c. green Napoleon (2), and 1871 10 c. brown Cérès, all tied 
with black lozenge on cover from St. Denis / Réunion (cds of Dec 13, 1872 on reverse) to France, 
showing French transit railway marks and arrival mark of Bordeaux (Jan 11, 1873) on reverse. The 10 
c. Cérès is touched and the address is partially rewritten. A unique combination of three issues in two 
colours to pay the 50 c. tariff towards France and a late use of the Eagle issue. Signed Calves; cert. 
Scheller (2010).”.  
 
https://d2xqn5t7wr4wg1.cloudfront.net/modules/auctions/1/pics/big/611-1.jpg: “1871: Pair of the 
French 25 c. blue Cérès, tied with a lozenge mark on cover from St. Leu / Réunion (cds from Feb 4, 
1876 alongside) to Toulouse, "COL. FR. SUEZ - P. F. AMB. MAR" (Feb 28) on front and Toulouse arrival 
mark on reverse (Feb 28). Taxation of 6 décimes in Réunion which was later on crossed out. 50 c. was 
the correct tariff with British or French steamers towards France until July 1st, 1876, when all French 
colonies joined the UGP. An extremely rare item with stamps of the motherland used in a small office 
in the colonies. Part of the lower backflap is missing. Cert. Roumet (2010).”.  
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https://d2xqn5t7wr4wg1.cloudfront.net/modules/auctions/1/pics/big/539-1.jpg: “1871/72: 80 c. 
rose Napoleon laureated (complete strip of 10) and 40 c. orange Cérès (strip of 5), all tied by black 
lozenge on cover from St. Denis / Réunion (cds of May 4, 1872 alongside) to Nantes (France), red 
framed "PD" and red octagonal French entry mark "COL. FR. SUEZ - P. F. AMB. MAR" (June 2) on front 
and Nancy arrival mark (June 3) on reverse. The large format cover shows filing folds away from the 
stamps, the right lower corner is repaired, and the addressee's name is erased. A fine item 
presenting the 10 fr. tariff. Signed Brun and Calves; cert. Behr (2010).”.  
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http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_HD/10252.jpg : “COLONIES GENERALES n° 13 40 ct 
orange type Siège de Paris avec de belles marges obl. losange de points + c.à.d 'REUNION * SAINTE-
SUZANNE * 5/1/78' sur env. pour la France. A côté c.à.d octogonal rouge 'COL. FR. PAQ. FR. T N° 2 
5/1/78.” 
 
https://npv.nl/sites/default/files/veilingen/P1601/1892.jpg : “RÉUNION, to Pondichery, letter 
franked 25c. Bordeaux and 10c. sage, both imperforated(10c folded), postmarks Saint Denis and 
Col.Fr. rouge octogone, on reverse Aden, Sea Post Office and Pondicherry, 1879”.  
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https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/vL8AAOSwcLxYGdpz/s-l1600.jpg : “FRENCH INDIAN OCEAN 
REUNION STATIONERY COVER 1876 AND 1881”. Postmark Saint Denis. 
 
http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_LD/10527.jpg : “COLONIES GENERALES n° 7 Paire du 
1 ct vert-olive type Empire Lauré obl. 'PD' noir. Rare sur ce timbre” 
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https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/l5MAAOSw5IFbPddB/s-l1600.jpg;  1882, Postmark Saint Denis.  
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/nxkAAOSwTgdbPddE/s-l1600.jpg: “REUNION-Ce-49-50-1885-Cover-
to-PARIS-franked-by-Geneva”. Postmark St Denis, 1885. 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 






Large-cover-from-St-Denis-..” to Port Louis Mauritius.  
 
http://i21.servimg.com/u/f21/19/24/92/44/reusol10.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/F9oAAOSwIIFbPddk/s-l1600.jpg ; Postmark St Denis 1885. 
1873 onwards, ‘enlistment duty stamps’, ‘taxe d’engagament’. Revenue stamps 
 
https://www.stampcommunity.org/uploaded/kmncd/2011910_reuniona.JPG  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





http://www.maison-timbre.fr/vo/documents/vente_sur_offre/v39/photos/5944.jpg : “Timbre fiscal 
A TIMBRER A L'EXTRAORDINAIRE, rare, T.B”.  
 
https://www.jbarefoot.co.uk/content/french-colonies-reunion-l166~501x.jpg FRENCH COLONIES - 
REUNION (L.166) Page of Engagement (employment contract) issues of 1873-1884, mostly fine, 
difficult stamps (8 stamps) . 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 







https://www.stampcommunity.org/uploaded/kmncd/2011910_reunionc.JPG   
1867 Fantasy stamps 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 









 http://stampforgeries.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/Reunion_Fantasy_Issue_30c.jpg  
http://stampforgeries.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/Reunion_Fantasy_Issue_80c.jpg  
  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 




4 French colony using own stamps, 1885-1946 
1885 
5c on 40c Eagle, M3 
  
http://www.colfra.org/local/cache-vignettes/L244xH252/Arrete-1885-12-10-001-510e2.jpg  
http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_LD/8505.jpg: “n°3 *, '5 c. / R' sur 40 ct vermillon 
type Aigle”.  
 
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/972.jpg: “Yvert #3, 1885 "5c./R" Surcharge on 40c Orange 
on yellowish, large even margins all around, o.g., very fine (Scott #3)”.  
http://stampforgeries.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/Reunion_3_Genuine.jpg: “genuine”. 
5c on 30c Napoleon, M4 
 
http://www.colfra.org/local/cache-vignettes/L244xH298/Arrete-1885-12-10-003-11687.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 






https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/lAIAAOSwH09ZHWdk/s-l500.jpg : “Reunion 1885-6 SG#5, 5c On 30c 
Bistre-Brown Used”. Postmark St Denis 
https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/hAwAAOSwMpZUnee-/s-l500.jpg ; Postmark St Denis 
 
http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_LD/8744.jpg: “n°5 , '5 c. / R' sur 30 ct brun type 
Empire Lauré avec de très grandes marges, obl. c.à.d bleu 'St Denis'” 
5c on 40c Ceres, M5 
 
http://www.colfra.org/local/cache-vignettes/L250xH289/Arrete-1885-12-10-004-baee0.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 







http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/974.jpg: “Yvert #6b, 1885 "5c./R" Surcharge on 40c Orange 
on yellowish, retouched "4", a very elusive used example of this popular variety, ample to mostly 
large margins all around, strong color on fresh paper, light diamond of dots grid cancel confined to 
the top right corner, very fine; signed Isaac twice (Scott #6a)”.  
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/973.jpg: “Yvert #6aA, 1885 "5c./R" Surcharge on 40c Orange 
on yellowish, inverted surcharge, four ample to mostly large margins, bright and fresh, o.g., h.r., very 
fine; signed Bloch (Scott #6b).  
5c on 30c Allegory, M6 
 
http://www.colfra.org/local/cache-vignettes/L250xH302/Arrete-1886-05-20-001-affd5.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 




https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/GmkAAOSwzJ5XczZQ/s-l1600.jpg ; Postmark St Denis, 1888 







http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_LD/8749.jpg : “n°7 , à 9 tous au type Sage 
surchargés '5 c. / R' sur 30 ct brun + '5 c. / R' sur 40 ct rouge-orange (neuf sans gomme) + '10 c. / R' 
sur 40 ct rouge-orange”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 













http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_LD/8743.jpg : “n°4 , '25 c. / R' sur 40 ct vermillon 
type Aigle, obl. c.à.d bleu”.  
1889-1892, Postage due, MP1-5 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





5c, 10c, 15c, 20c, 30c:  https://assets.catawiki.nl/assets/2016/1/12/c/4/5/c4555ff6-b912-11e5-995e-




https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/RsAAAOSwoL5Z4tmd/s-l1600.jpg ; Postmark a.o. St Paul 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





5c: https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/qg0AAOSwBY1bVGdQ/s-l500.jpg  
http://www.maison-timbre.fr/vo/documents/vente_sur_offre/v39/photos/5928.jpg  
 
http://www.maison-timbre.fr/vo/documents/vente_sur_offre/v39/photos/5929.jpg ; Postmark Sait 
Pierre, 1889. 
http://www.maison-timbre.fr/vo/documents/vente_sur_offre/v39/photos/5931.jpg: “Taxe N°3, pli 
accordéon spectaculaire, T.B”.  
 
20c: https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/Zc4AAOSw9W5bVGea/s-l500.jpg  ; Postmark Saint Pierre, 1890 
20c: https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/R1EAAOSwfVpYq0DJ/s-l500.jpg  
20c: http://www.maison-timbre.fr/vo/documents/vente_sur_offre/v39/photos/5932.jpg  
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





51SKqFD232c/VE7Y0KDQ14I/AAAAAAAAWEA/m5emDyt8Dl4/s1600/ReunionJ5.jpg : “1892 Scott J5 
30c black (bluish-white paper). Type-set, Imperforate, Without Gum. A rather primitive type-set five 
stamp issue for postage due was released between 1889-92. Yellowish paper for the 5c,10c,20c, and 
30c was used in 1889. Bluish white paper for the 5c,10c.15c, and 30c was used in 1892. There are ten 
varieties of each value, but Scott gives no further information”. 
30c: https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/auUAAOSwyjNbVGfq/s-l500.jpg  
30c: http://www.maison-timbre.fr/vo/documents/vente_sur_offre/v39/photos/5933.jpg  
1890 Colis Postaux/Parcel post 
10c, MCP1 I and II 
 
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/1011.jpg: “Yvert #CP1, 1890 10c Black on yellow, incredibly 
fresh mint example, large even margins, full clean o.g., l.h., extremely fine and scarce; signed Miro 









African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 








https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/XvcAAOSwwcRaX4hX/s-l1600.jpg: “1890 - REUNION - COVER TO 
FRANCE, 15C BLUE CANC CORR D'ARMEE ST DENIS & OTHERS”.  
1891 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 




http://www.colfra.org/local/cache-vignettes/L499xH879/ReunionDiagonale-dc97f.jpg: “Arrêté relatif 
au remplacement des timbres courants par les mêmes types avec la surcharge diagonale Réunion et 
à la transformation de timbres de 0,20 en timbres de 0,02 et 0,15.”.  
40c, M11 
  
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/975.jpg: “Yvert #11, 1891 "REUNION" Overprint on 40c 
Orange on yellowish, unused as always, large margins all around, bright and fresh, choice very fine; 
signed Calves and Miro twice (Scott #11)”.  
http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_LD/8480.jpg : “n°11 (*), 40 ct orange type Cérès 
surchargé 'REUNION', quelques taches au verso.” 
 
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/976.jpg: “Yvert #11, 1891 "REUNION" Overprint on 40c 
Orange on yellowish, unused as always, seldom seen mint block of four, large even margins all 
around, rich color on crisp white paper, extremely fine; signed Miro twice (Scott #11)”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/977.jpg: “Yvert #11, 11a, 1891 "EUNION" Error overprint on 
40c Orange on yellowish, unused as always, horizontal pair, the right stamp the error, four large even 
margins, bright color on fresh white paper, a bit of extraneous overprint ink in the top right corner 
which is characteristic of this, very fine; by far the rarest of all the "Reunion" overprint errors; signed 
Behr, Calves, Isaac and Roumet and accompanied by 2010 Roumet certificate (Scott #11h)”.  
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/978.jpg: “Yvert #11a, 1891 "EUNION" Error overprint on 40c 
Orange on yellowish, an exceedingly rare used example of this sought-after error, ample even 
margins all around, bright and fresh, neat blue "St. Denis, Reunion/24 Juil 94" datestamp, a bit of 
extraneous overprint ink in the top right corner which is characteristic of this; very fine and 
handsome; by far the rarest of all the "Reunion" overprint errors; signed Calves (Scott #11h)”.  
80c, M12 
  
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/979.jpg: “Maury #12a, 1891 "REUNION" Overprint on 80c 
Carmine on pinkish, omitted accent, exceedingly fresh mint single, four ample to large margins, vivid 
rich color, o.g., l.h., very fine; far more rare than its catalog value would indicate (Scott #12 var.)”.  
http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_LD/8481.jpg: “n°12 *, 80 ct rose type Cérès 
surchargé 'REUNION”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





https://npv.nl/sites/default/files/veilingen/P1601/1891.jpg : “80c, Sc.12, at right touched, on 
registered cover, postmark Reunion-Saint Denis, very fine cover on reverse 3 different Transit Marks, 
1893” 
 
https://www.sandafayre.com/thumbnails/38217030.jpg : “FRENCH COLONIES - REUNION 1891 80c 
rose, ovptd Reunion, Yv 12, spectacular used on piece with full St Pierre cds cancel”.  
1891 
30c, M13 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 






http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_LD/8746.jpg: “n°13B *, 30 ct brun type Sage 




http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_LD/8745.jpg : “n°14B *, 40 ct rouge-orange type 
Sage surchargé 'REUNION' sans accent”. 
75c, M15 
   
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/980.jpg: “Yvert #13B-16B, 1891 "REUNION" Overprint on 
30c-1Fr. Peace and Commerce imperforate, without accents cplt., attractive mint singles, each with 
large margins, o.g., h.r., extremely fine” [shown: 75c].  
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/981.jpg: “Yvert #15, 1891 "REUNION" Overprint on 75c 
Carmine on rose, with accent, ample to mostly large margins, o.g., h.r., very fine and quite scarce; 
signed Behr and accompanied by his 2000 certificate; ex-Gibralter (Scott #15a)”.  
1Fr, M16 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 















African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 






IZc/s1600/Reunion20.jpg: “1891 Scott 20 5c green/greenish "Commerce" Stamps of French Colonies, 
Overprinted; A twelve stamp issue was released in 1891, overprinting the stamps of the French 
Colonies. Of interest, the "Reunion" overprint can be found misspelled different ways. Scott lists 83 
minor numbers for these spelling variations.”.  
http://www.maison-timbre.fr/vo/documents/vente_sur_offre/v39/photos/5874.jpg: “N°20, 






   
10c: http://www.maison-timbre.fr/vo/documents/vente_sur_offre/v39/photos/5875.jpg: “ No. 
21, REUNIO, sans le N, T.B”.  
15c: http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_LD/8748.jpg: “n°22B *, 15 ct bleu type Alphée 
Dubois surchargé 'REUNION' sans accent.”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 




20c: http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_LD/8750.jpg: “n°23B *, 20 ct brique sur vert 
type Alphée Dubois surchargé 'REUNION' sans accent.”.  
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/3r8AAOSwAHtaAPb5/s-l500.jpg : “Reunion 1892 regis. cover/25c 




African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 






http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/982.jpg: “Yvert #17-28, 1891 "REUNION" Overprint on 1c-
1Fr. Commerce cplt., generally fresh and well centered, o.g., h.r., except 1Fr. unused, 4c small thin, 
otherwise fine-very fine; 75c signed A. Brun and J-F Brun (Scott #17-28)”. [shown: 75c].  
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/983.jpg: “Yvert #27, 1891 "REUNION" Overprint on 75c 
Carmine on rose, tied to small piece by blue town cancel, fresh color, very fine; signed Bloch and 
Calves (Scott #27)”.  
  
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/984.jpg: “Yvert #27, 27aD, 1891 "REUNOIN" Error overprint 
on 75c Carmine on rose, left sheet-margin horizontal pair, the left stamp the error and with accent, 
tied to small piece 4 June 1892 datestamps, centered to lower left, fine for this rare error; signed J-F 
Brun and Roumet (Scott #27)”. 
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/985.jpg: “Yvert #27A, 1891 "REUNION" overprint with 
accent on 75c Carmine on rose, inverted overprint, single tied to piece by perfectly struck "St. Pierre, 
Reunion/8 Janv, 92" c.d.s., fine; one of only a few recorded examples of the inverted overprint with 
accent; signed A. Diena, Gilbert and Roumet, as well as being accompanied by 2002 Roumet 
certificate (Scott #27a)”. Postmark Saint Pierre, 1892 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/986.jpg: “Yvert #27 var., 1891 "RLUNION" Error overprint on 
75c Carmine on rose, tied to large registered piece by bold blue "St. Pierre, Reunion/10 Mars, 92" 
datestamp, fresh color, fine and very rare; mentioned in a footnote in Yvert; signed Roumet (Scott 
#27 var.).”.  
  
https://i.pinimg.com/564x/2b/8e/95/2b8e95c15e6f04daaab6529407c18dd9.jpg  
http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_LD/8506.jpg: “n°28B *, 1 Fr olive type Alphée 
Dubois surchargé 'REUNION' sans accent, signé”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





https://d2xqn5t7wr4wg1.cloudfront.net/modules/auctions/1/pics/big/615-1.jpg: “General colonies 
issues overprinted with Réunion. 1891: 80 c. rose Cérès (block of 10), 1 fr. olive Sage (block of 10) 
and 25 c. black/rose Alphée Dubois, all tied with blue cds "RÉUNION St.-DENIS 9. FEVR. 92" on large 
format cover with corner faults, sent registered to Waterberg (Transvaal, South Africa), blue French 
framed "R" mark and red British "Registered Mauritius" (Feb 11) alongside, endorsed "via Maurice - 
Natal" with Natal arrival mark on the reverse. A spectacular cover.”.  
1891 
02c on 20c, M29 
 
https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/G-i.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 










RSVXCGEJCuo/VE659YH1GkI/AAAAAAAAWCA/rprYZjpxa48/s1600/Reunion31-32.jpg: “1891 2c on 
20c red/green "Commerce", Overprinted.  Additional 2c Surcharge Type d (Scott 131) and Type e 
(Scott 132). Also a four stamp "2c" surcharged issue was released in 1891. The "2c" surcharge is 
found as type c,d,e, and f. Illustrated here are two types”. 
https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/G3-i.jpg  
15c on 20c, M31 
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/LIYAAOSwaIRZuV2d/s-l500.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 







1c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/H-i.jpg  
2c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/H1-i.jpg 




“Réunion - n°32 - 1c gris - Sans Millésime - Bloc de 4.”.  
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/987.jpg: “Yvert #34 var., 1892 4c Claret on lavender, top 
sheet margin vertical pair with wide interpane margin at left, showing portions of vertical pair of 
Martinique 25c Black on rose imperforate (Yvert #38 var.), o.g., vertical perforations mostly 
separated and rejoined with hinge slivers and top Martinique stamp with a tear (neither noted on the 
certificate), otherwise fine and unusual, if not unique; signed Roumet and accompanied by his 2007 
certificate (Scott #36 var.).”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





5c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/H3-i.jpg  
10c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/H4-i.jpg  
15c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/H5-i.jpg  




African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 







https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/Dy8AAOSw2j9bPddk/s-l1600.jpg Postmark Saint Pierre.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/988.jpg: “Yvert #36, 1892 10c Black on lavender, top sheet-
margin gutter block of four, without millesimes in the gutter, incredibly fresh, strong and intact 
perforations, o.g., n.h., very fine (Scott #39 var.)”.  
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/inUAAOSw2FVbPddj/s-l1600.jpg ; Postmark Saint Denis, 1892? 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





25c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/H7-i.jpg  
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/989.jpg: “Yvert #39a, 1892 25c Black on rose, double 
"REUNION" inscription, o.g., l.h., fine and scarce; signed Calves (Scott #44a)”.  
 
https://images-04.delcampe-static.net/img_large/auction/000/315/293/061_001.jpg Postmark Saint 
Paul, 1896.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





30c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/H8-i.jpg  
40c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/H9-i.jpg  
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-4jS0hsUtcRc/VE67HuCB--
I/AAAAAAAAWCI/3wBV5WoWM40/s1600/Reunion47.jpg: “1892 Scott 47 40c red/straw "Navigation 
and Commerce". The familiar, for French colonies, "Navigation and Commerce" stamps were issued 
between 1892-1905. Nineteen stamps were released”. Postmark Saint Denis 1904. 
 
50c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/H10-i.jpg  
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/990.jpg: “Yvert #42a, 1892 50c Carmine on rose, double 
"REUNION" inscription in blue and red, o.g., tiny trace of hinging, fine; signed Calves”.  
 
75c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/H11-i.jpg  
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/991.jpg: “Yvert #43a, 1892 75c Deep violet on orange, 
double "REUNION" inscription, o.g., l.h., very fine; signed A. Brun (Scott #51a)”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





1F: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/H12-i.jpg  
https://www.sandafayre.com/stockimages/30057002.jpg  
http://www.maison-timbre.fr/vo/documents/vente_sur_offre/v39/photos/5881.jpg: “ N°44a, double 
légende Réunion, une dent défectueuse dans un angle, rare”.  
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/5tIAAOSwGqxbDsPJ/s-l1600.jpg ; Postmark St Benoit, 1894 (?) 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_LD/8751.jpg: “no46 *, à 51 Série complète de 6 
valeurs au type Groupe Allégorique dont les rares 25 ct bleu et 50 ct bistre et rouge sur azuré avec un 




f87dee/r/e/reu1.jpg: “1892, Envelope 5c”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 






f87dee/r/e/rep2.jpg : “1892, Reply Paid Postcard 10/10c”.  
 
https://www.postbeeld.com/media/catalog/product/cache/2/image/1084eaaaa28a28e8b9e9f6dcb7
f87dee/r/e/rek1.jpg : “1892, Card Letter 15c”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 






f87dee/r/e/reu2b.jpg: “1892, Envelope 15c, 122x95mm”.  
1894 
2c on 20c (three types), M45 
 
http://www.colfra.org/local/cache-vignettes/L122xH145/reunion045-a2670.jpg : “Arrêté relatif à la 




African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





1895 fiscal stamps 
 
http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_HD/6967.jpg: “REUNION QUITTANCE EMISSION 
LOCALE Cachet rouge sur papier épais orné d'un cadre noir”. 
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/XDsAAOSwCGVX3bCJ/s-l1600.jpg. Saint Denis to Curepipe, 
Mauritius, 1898.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 








5c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/H13-i.jpg  
10c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/H14-i.jpg  
15c: http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-
FVLerG17nn8/VE62tABfkiI/AAAAAAAAWBU/oCQIQ3msmKE/s1600/Reunion42.jpg : “1900 Scott 42 
15c gray "Navigation and Commerce". Unclear Postmark: “Conv…” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 











47-petit-timbre-rare.jpg;  Postmark L’Etang Sale, 1908. 
 
50c, Reunion in red: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-
stamps/H17-i.jpg  




5c on 40c, M52: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/J-i.jpg  
5c on 50c, M53: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/J1-
i.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 




15c on 75c, M54: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/J2-
s.jpg  
Idem: http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/992.jpg: “Yvert #54aB, 1892 "15c." Surcharge on 75c 
Deep violet on orange, without bar over old value, intense color, o.g., n.h., fine and scarce; signed 
Calves (Scott #58b)”.  
 




http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_HD/9645.jpg : “MANDAT CARTE AVEC SA REPONSE 
PAYEE NEUFS 10 ct noir sur carton bleu-vert type Groupe Allégorique avec au verso de chacune des 
deux cartes les mentions imprimées pour le Mandat (ACEP n° MC 6).”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 






f87dee/r/e/reu8b.jpg : “1901, Envelope 15c, 122x95mm”. 
 
https://www.postbeeld.com/media/catalog/product/cache/2/image/1084eaaaa28a28e8b9e9f6dcb7
f87dee/r/e/reu8c.jpg: “1901, Envelope 15c, 146x122mm”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 






f87dee/r/e/rek6.jpg: “1901, Card letter 25c, without printing date”.  
Timbre Fiscal/revenue stamp 
 
http://www.maison-timbre.fr/vo/documents/vente_sur_offre/v39/photos/5945.jpg : “Timbre fiscal 
Droit en sus 5c, dents courtes”.  
1907, M56-60, and M62-71 
 
1c: https://images.justcollecting.com/large/M11068/PIC1003949360/GUYPFCCXPM.JPG  
2c: 
https://previews.123rf.com/images/irisphoto18/irisphoto181210/irisphoto18121000033/15641719-
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





ocean.jpg ; Postmark Salazie, 1909 (?) 







ATKJwdX9FZM/VE7SI_qHAuI/AAAAAAAAWCs/5F5OYy8XHeY/s1600/Reunion65.jpg: “1907 Scott 65 
10c carmine & green . "Map of Reunion". Between 1907-1930, a thirty-nine stamp bi-colored issue 
with three designs was produced”. 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 




https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/fmwAAOSwAwpalsbp/s-l1600.jpg: “1912 Entre Deux Reunion Real 





20c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/L-i.jpg   
Idem: http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/993.jpg: “Yvert #62a, 1907 20c Grey green and blue 
green, omitted center, a wonderfully fresh mint example, attractively centered, pristine o.g., n.h., 
very fine and choice; signed Roumet (Scott #71a)”.  
 
25c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/L1-i.jpg  
30c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/L2-i.jpg  
35c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/L3-i.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





45c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/L4-i.jpg  
50c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/L5-i.jpg  
75c: http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-
9oH4ZqmE4kU/VE644IrCkgI/AAAAAAAAWBw/bqcG0di8hbI/s1600/Reunion88.jpg: “1907-30 Scott 88 







; Postmark L’Etang Sale, 1907 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 









hROZDwqDD7g/VE7TBo_6pkI/AAAAAAAAWC8/i4sC6pur2Qc/s1600/Reunion91.jpg: “1907 Scott 91 
1fr olive green & blue. "View of St. Pierre".  
2f: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/M1-i.jpg  
5f: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/M2-i.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/wvkAAOSwbdFalsD6/s-l1600.jpg ; Postmark Saint Denis, 1931. 
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/thumbs/images/g/Q2YAAOSwdfZbBkQO/s-l225.jpg: “1930 Reunion Picture 
postcard Cover to England Cilaos Bridge”.  
Timbre fiscal/revenue stamp 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





http://www.maison-timbre.fr/vo/documents/vente_sur_offre/v39/photos/5946.jpg : “Timbre fiscal, 
Quittance enregistrement 10c, T.B.”.  
1907 Postage due, MP6-13 
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/clQAAOSw5MBa9u5I/s-l1600.jpg  
1907 Parcel post/colis postaux 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 








http://www.maison-timbre.fr/vo/documents/vente_sur_offre/v39/photos/5941.jpg ; Postmark St 
Denis, 1907. 
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/1012.jpg: “Yvert #CP4a, 1907 10c Brown and black, omitted 
black, top sheet-margin mint single, incredibly fresh and well centered, o.g., l.h. in the selvage, the 
stamp n.h., very fine; seldom offered never hinged; signed Roumet (Scott unlisted).”.  
Fiscal stamps; revenue 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 




25c: http://www.maison-timbre.fr/vo/documents/vente_sur_offre/v39/photos/5948.jpg: “Timbre 
fiscal, Quittances 25c bleu, surchargé Ile Réunion en violet, T.B.”.  
35c: http://www.maison-timbre.fr/vo/documents/vente_sur_offre/v39/photos/5947.jpg: “Timbre 
fiscal, Quittances de comptables 35c, T.B.”.  
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/8n8AAMXQRDxRFJqU/s-l500.jpg: “Ile De Reunion Postcard Village 




f87dee/r/e/rek8.jpg: “1909, Card Letter 10 on 15c, with printing date”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





http://www.michael-hamilton.com/images/SEY60572.jpg: “LA REUNION A MARSEILLE LV. No.2 





https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/O-i.jpg: “As Previous - 




African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/994.jpg: “Maury #71a-78a, 1912 "05" and "10" Surcharges 
on 2c-75c Peace and Commerce, wide and narrow settings cplt., horizontal combination pairs, the 
first four 5c surcharges with vertical gutter, all mint except the 5c on 30c used, strong and intact, o.g., 
h.r., fine-very fine set (Scott #99b-106b)”.  
 
https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/N3-i.jpg  
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/995.jpg: “Yvert #75a, 1912 "05" Surcharge on 25c Black on 
rose, double surcharge, one inverted, an extremely rare used horizontal pair of this striking error, 
tied to small piece 21 October 1912 postmarks, nicely centered, fresh and very fine; signed Calves 




African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 






7GIQRRfM0z8/VE7TZ8kDhBI/AAAAAAAAWDE/jSf6bCTXEDU/s1600/Reunion105.jpg: “1912 Scott 105 
10c on 50c brown/azure. Carmine Surcharge. Eight stamps from the 1892-1900 issue were 
surcharged in black or carmine, and issued in 1912. Many French colonies also have this surcharged 






f87dee/r/e/rek7.jpg: “1912, Card Letter 10c on 15c”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 












African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 







http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_HD/8482.jpg: “n°80 *, + n° 81 + n° 81A + n° 82 
Quatre timbres surchargés pour la Croix Rouge, dont la rare surcharge noire avec un Tirage de 8800 
exemplaires”.  
  
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/996.jpg: “Yvert #80a, 1915 Black "+5c" surcharge on 10c 
Carmine and green, inverted surcharge, fresh top gutter margin single, beautifully centered, o.g., 
hinge reinforced perf. separations between the stamp and the gutter margin, extremely fine; signed 
A. Brun and Calves (Scott #B1a)”.  
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/997.jpg: “Yvert #80a, 81b, Black and red "+5c" surcharges 
on 10c Carmine and green, inverted surcharges, used singles of each, latter tied to piece by 17 May 
1916 datestamp, very fine; first signed Calves (Scott #B1a, B2a)”. [shown: black].  
1916, M82 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 






hozPhlxUwA4/VE7Xrbw2JNI/AAAAAAAAWDw/83j_Uu2tJI0/s1600/ReunionB3.jpg: “1916 Scott B3 10c 
+ 5c carmine & green. Scott 65 Surcharged in Red. Three surcharged stamps between 1915-16 were 
issued as semipostals for the benefit of the Red Cross”. 
 
https://images-00.delcampe-static.net/img_large/auction/000/585/076/018_001.jpg: “Reunion 




1917, 15c, M61 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 








jpg; Postmark La Reunion on postage stamp of Madagascar and Dependencies . “it is a cancel applied 





African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 






la-reunion-sur-cpa.jpg; Postmark Marseille a La Reunion, 1919.  
 
https://images-04.delcampe-static.net/img_large/auction/000/603/458/842_001.jpg?v=1 : “St Denis 




African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 








http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/998.jpg: “Yvert #97b, 1922 "40" Surcharge on 20c Green 
and yellow, double surcharge, one inverted, vertical pair, fresh and well centered, o.g., very lightly 






African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 
















African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 



















African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 


















5YpE3HIE/s1600/Reunion118.jpg: “1927 Scott 118 1.50fr on 1fr indigo & ultramarine/bluish. 
Between 1924-27, six stamps were surcharged with new value and bars in black or red”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 




http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/999.jpg: “Yvert #103a, 105a, 1924-27 "25c" Surcharge on 
5Fr. Carmine and brown and "1f50" surcharge on 1Fr. Indigo and ultramarine on bluish, double 
overprint, fresh mint singles of each, o.g., former l.h. and latter n.h., very fine; both signed Roumet 






https://www.mauritiuspostalhistory.com/rs1933/outward/RaidSamat(5).jpg: “From Réunion to 
Mauritius, 10th September 1933. The Raid Samat fight . The first aeroplane from abroad landed in 
Mauritius at Mon Choisy on 10th September 1933, using an airstrip converted from a former 
racecourse in the north of the island. The single-seater aeroplane, a Potez 43, F-AMGP (named 
Monique), was owned by Maurice Samet of the Roland Garros Flying Club of Réunion; he flew it 
himself and was accompanied by Paul Louis Lemerle. On 10th November, two single-seater aircraft, 
each with a bag of mail (1,084 pieces altogether), left Rivière des Pluies airfield in Réunion for 
Mauritius. Two and a half hours later they landed at Mon Choisy where the Assistant Postmaster 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 




General of Mauritius, Selman Ah-see, met them and took charge of the mailbags, whose contents 
received arrival handstamps at GrandBay, the nearest post office to Mon Choisy. For the return on 
the 14th November--the first mail-carrying flight out of Mauritius--a fifth line was added "Voyage de 
retour". The return flight carried 1,032 pieces of mail for Réunion and 149 pieces for onward 
transmission by sea to Kenya (14 pieces) and Europe (135) items). The air mail postage was R1 per 10 
grams, and many philatelic items bore obsolete Victorian stamps (for these were not invalidated until 
1937). (From The Postal History and Stamps of Mauritius, by Peter Ibbotson (1991), pages 93 & 94) ”. 
The website shows many other examples. 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 




http://www.kelleherauctions.com/lotphotos_large/707/664658.jpg: “Réunion, 1933 (Nov 10), St. 
Denis - Mauritius, registered cover franked with 8.50fr postage tied by Nov 9 c.d.s.s, backstamped 
Grand Bay & G.P.O. Mauritius, Nov 10; also bears a colorful anti-tuberculosis label and is signed on 
the back by all four aviators, Samat, Lemele, Surtel & Hugo; vertical file fold not affecting stamps, 
pilot Samat's signature has a slight damp stain, Fine.” Postmark Saint Denis, 1933.  
http://www.kelleherauctions.com/lotphotos_large/707/664658N2.jpg  
 
http://www.kelleherauctions.com/lotphotos_large/707/664666.jpg: “Réunion, 1935 (Jun 1), St. 
Denis - Tananarive, Madagascar, cover to Paris canceled St. Denis, May 31, with red "Premier 
Courrier Aérien Ile-Réunion France", reposted in Tananarive on Jun 2 and flown to Paris 
(backstamped Jun 13); signed by the pilot, Georges Genet; bit of very minor perf toning, Very Fine.”. 
Postmark Saint Denis, 1935.  
1927, Postage due, MP14-15 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 
















African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





s_Zk/s1600/Reunion110.jpg: “1933 Scott 110 50c on 65c violet & light blue. Stamps and types of 
1907-30 were surcharged in black or red between 1922-30”.  
 
https://www.mauritiuspostalhistory.com/rs1933/outward/RaidSamat(14).jpg; Postmark Saint Pierre, 
1933. 
1933-1938, M125-153, without M134, 138, 141, 144, 148 
 






5c: http://kayatana.com/images/REU1933-138-s1-MM-0.35.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 

















40c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AG-i.jpg  
45c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AG1-i.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





zC6qwN91gA0/VE7WzPFcVOI/AAAAAAAAWDg/Latmbu1k8iE/s1600/Reunion141.jpg: “1933 Scott 141 
50c red ."Waterfowl Lake & Anchain Park". Another long issue ( 41 stamps!) was released between 
1933-40 with three designs”. 
 
65c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AG3-i.jpg  
65c: http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/1001.jpg: “Yvert #137, 137a, 1933 65c olive green, 
imperforate, horizontal gutter margin pair, the left stamp perforated and the right stamp 
imperforate, o.g., n.h., usual vertical fold in the gutter, fine-very fine and rare (Scott #144 var.)”.  
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/wJ0AAOxyJ59RGtIl/s-l500.jpg: “Reunion To Madagascar First Flight 
Cover 1938 VERY NICE”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





75c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AG4-i.jpg  
90c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AG5-i.jpg  
 
1F: http://assets.catawiki.nl/assets/2014/2/10/1/6/a/16a5c942-927a-11e3-80b9-630069f82d98.jpg  
  
1.25F: http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-F4cPlgf5eMM/VE7XMevRZwI/AAAAAAAAWDo/B70aJ7u-
268/s1600/Reunion153.jpg: “1933 Scott 153 1.25fr orange brown. "Leon Dierx Museum, St. Denis". 
Leon Dierx (1838-1912) was a Reunion painter and poet. The Museum, housed in a 1845 bishop's 
palace, also has paintings from Picasso, Renoir, Gauguin, and Matisse”. 
1.50F: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AH1-i.jpg  
1.75F: https://s-media-cache-
ak0.pinimg.com/originals/c1/d7/f9/c1d7f9aec782843c2f138e83e38cc595.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/0lQAAOSwcSFbPQyR/s-l500.jpg ; Postmark Saint Denis, 1937. 
  
2F: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AH4-i.jpg  
3F: https://s-media-cache-
ak0.pinimg.com/originals/0d/02/e3/0d02e3276882c33fae7dd5013d1f672f.jpg   
5F: https://s-media-cache-
ak0.pinimg.com/originals/f3/ba/e3/f3bae3a18e0a8dbeb7f8a624f18d5c2c.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 






amp-164-pr-on-regist-039-d-censored-cover-St-Denis-Tunis”. Postmark St Denis, 1940. 
  
10F: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AH7-i.jpg  
20F: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AH8-i.jpg  
1933 Postage due, MP16-25 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 







5c: https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/vaYAAOSwjk9ZRgdt/s-l500.jpg  
10c: https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/4FQAAOSwU4hbF~bI/s-l500.jpg  
15c: https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/66QAAOSw4RZbF~b0/s-l500.jpg  
 
20c: https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/UoMAAOSwT4ZbF~cg/s-l500.jpg  
30c: https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/RYgAAOSwMKNbF~c-/s-l500.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





50c: https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/kYkAAOSw7j5bF~dm/s-l500.jpg  
60c: https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/DpkAAOSwkJZbF~eP/s-l500.jpg  
 
1F: http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-
BSbnopijaoQ/VE7Z50gJP5I/AAAAAAAAWEQ/3sg5eBGmOa4/s1600/ReunionJ23.jpg: “1933 Scott J23 
1fr light violet "Arms of Reunion". … a ten stamp engraved set for postage due was issued in 1933”.  
2F: https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/BGUAAOSw-W9bF~fx/s-l500.jpg  
3F: https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/GvkAAOSwJdBbF~gp/s-l500.jpg  
1937, Exposition, M154-159 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 







https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/kAMAAOSwo5lbBjDq/s-l1600.jpg : “1937 Reunion Registered Cover 
to England Colonial Exposition Set”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 




M160, Block 1 
 
https://www.postbeeld.com/media/catalog/product/cache/2/image/1084eaaaa28a28e8b9e9f6dcb7
f87dee/r/e/repb001.jpg   
1937, Flight from Reunion to France, by Laurent, Lenier and Touge, in airplane called ‘Roland Garros’. 
M161. 
  
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/1004.jpg: “Yvert #PA1, 1937 "REUNION-FRANCE/par 
avion/ROLAND GARROS" Overprint on 50c Red, post office fresh and well centered, pristine o.g., n.h., 
extremely fine (Scott #C1)”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 




http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/1005.jpg: “Yvert #PA1a, 1937 "REUNION-FRANCE/par 
avion/ROLAND GARROS" Overprint on 50c Red, one without overprint, vertical pair, the bottom 
stamp the error, well centered, strong and intact perforations, o.g., n.h., couple spots of light foxing, 
otherwise very fine and rare; signed A. Brun (Scott #C1a)”.  
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/bvwAAOxyvSVREKv-/s-l500.jpg ; Postmark St Denis, 1937. 
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/1WAAAOSwymxVO4rc/s-l1600.jpg: “Reunion covers 1937 ROLAND 
GARROS ovpt stamp R-1st Flight cover to Paris”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





http://www.kelleherauctions.com/lotphotos_large/707/664669.jpg: “Réunion, 1937 (Jan 25), Roland 
Garros Flight, Réunion - Paris, cover franked with special stamp (C1) by Jan 22 Sainte Rose c.d.s. (one 
day before official release), with handstamped flight cachet and Feb 12 Paris backstamp; includes a 
picture postcard of Roland Garros and his Morane-Seulnier monoplane and postcard size press photo 
of pilot, Robert Laurent, meeting with French reporters.”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 






1938, M134, 138, 141, 144, 148 
 
35c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AG7-i.jpg  
55c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AG8-i.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





80c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AG9-i.jpg  
80c: http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/1000.jpg: “Yvert #134a, 136a, 136Aa, 137a, 138Aa, 
1933-38 40c, 50c-65c and 80c Waterfowl Lake and Anchain Peak, imperforate, vertical pairs, the 65c 
and 80c with corner sheet selvages, post office fresh, o.g., n.h., extremely fine (Scott #137, 141-42, 
144, 147 vars.)”. [shown: 80c].  
 
1F: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AG10-i.jpg  
1.75F: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AF9-i.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





https://images-02.delcampe-static.net/img_large/auction/000/527/900/203_001.jpg; Postmark Sait 
Paul, 1938. 
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/thumbs/images/g/KJ4AAOSwDNdVhl8P/s-l225.jpg; Postmark St Gilles les 
Bains, 1938, and Pointe des Galets, 1938. 
1938, Airmail, M162-165 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 






6hSrJARQca8/VE7YQWGSZKI/AAAAAAAAWD4/ZArhPWNC7AU/s1600/ReunionC2.jpg: “1938 Scott C2 
3.65fr slate blue & carmine. "Airplane & Landscape". In 1938, a four engraved stamp issue with the 
illustrated design was produced”.  
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/1006.jpg : “Yvert #PA2b, 1938 3.65Fr. Slate blue and 
carmine, inverted value, o.g., very fine; signed A. Brun and Calves (Scott #C2 var.)”.  
https://www.cherrystonestamps.com/_thumb.asp?filename=81239&dw=300&dh=300: “1938 3.65fr 
slate blue and carmine, value double, never hinged, pencil signed”.  
 
6.65(F): https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AQ1-i.jpg  
https://www.cherrystonestamps.com/stamps/81217.jpg  
9.65F: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AQ2-i.jpg  
https://www.cherrystonestamps.com/stamps/80282.jpg  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/1008.jpg: “Yvert #PA4e, 1938 9.65Fr. Carmine and 
ultramarine, omitted value, imperforate, large even margins, pristine o.g., n.h., extremely fine (Scott 
#C4 var.)”.  
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/1009.jpg: “Yvert #PA4e, 1938 9.65Fr. Carmine and 
ultramarine, omitted value, imperforate, left sheet-margin horizontal pair, large even margins, 
pristine o.g., n.h., extremely fine (Scott #C4 var.)”.  
 
12.65(F): https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AQ3-i.jpg  
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/1007.jpg: “Yvert #PA2c-PA5c, 1938 3.65Fr.-12.65Fr. Airplane 
over landscape, double values cplt., o.g., first two n.h., very fine set; each signed A. Brun twice (Scott 
#C2-5 vars.)”.  
1938, 40th anniversary of the discovery of radium; Pierre and Marie Curie, M166 
 
https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AR-i.jpg  
1939 World's Fair - New York, USA, M167-168 
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 1939 The 150th Anniversary of French Revolution, M169-174 
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3c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AF10-i.jpg  
40c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AG11-i.jpg  
45c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AG12-i.jpg  
 
60c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AG13-i.jpg  
70c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AG14-i.jpg  
 
90c: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AG15-i.jpg  
1F: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AG16-i.jpg  
1.25F: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AH9-i.jpg  
 
1.40F: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AF11-i.jpg  
1.60F: https://i.pinimg.com/236x/22/36/69/22366948f2d6ee0e5e48f5c68320ebb6--postage-stamps-
waterfall.jpg  
2.25F: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AF13-i.jpg  
2.50F: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/AF14-i.jpg  
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3_colonies_petainistes.html#reunion: RÉUNION (SOUS LE RÉGIME DU MARÉCHAL 
PÉTAIN). Les cartes familiales dites interzones au type Iris sans valeur type 1 et 2 sont 
parvenues à la Réunion et quelques unes ont été utilisées via Madagascar. 
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“Carte interzone utilisée à la Réunion 8/10/41 et arrivée en à Paris (zone occupée) après le 
changement de tarif de début 1942 d'où la griffe "à distribuer sans taxe", avec réexpédition 
vers l'Eure et Loir. Présentée par le Docteur Ryckner à l'Académie de Philatélie le 8 novembre 
2008”.  
 
“Une carte postale spécifique à La Réunion avait été prévue pour être utilisée vers la zone 
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“Une ligne aérienne entre Madagascar et La Réunion est envisagée dès le 9 décembre 1940 où 
un "voyage d'essai" est organisé sur un bimoteur Caudron-Goeland avec 3 kg de courrier sans 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 












“Puis le 13 janvier 1941, un autre voyage similaire avec 50kg de courrier sans surtaxe est organisé. 
Une griffe privée45x20mm est apposée sur certains plis à l'aller et au retour. … Le voyage inaugural a 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 




lieu le 18 février 1941 avec 7,5 kg de courrier avec surtaxe aérienne de 1F/10g. Ce service durera en 
principe à raison d'une liaison mensuelle jusqu'en septembre 1942. Une griffe officielle 45x20mmest 
apposée sur tout le courier.. Information et griffes issues de l'article de Jacques Desnos dans le No 41 
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“Le courrier de métropole pour la Réunion, qui passe par Madagascar, subit les mêmes vicissitudes 
que celui destiné à la Grande Île : blocus et arrêt de la "ligne maritime de guerre" puis débarquement 
britannique”. 
 




1942, Airmail - Donation Week, M194 
 
https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/BA-i.jpg  
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https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/sDEAAOxyrM5TGH6u/s-l500.jpg: “French Reunion To USA Airmail 
Cover w 3 Colour Stamps”.  
1942, Airmail, M195-202 
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/thumbs/images/g/BqEAAOSwQFVaoqRt/s-l225.jpg  
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variete.jpg: “Réunion - n°PA 10/17 - Avions en vol au dessus du pont de la rivière de l'est - Non-
dentelé - Variété sans la valeur. Luxe. Rare.”.  
  
http://www.philatelie-berck.com/1503-large/reunion-npa-4-avion-en-vol-bloc-de-4-non-dentele-
variete.jpg: “Réunion - n°PA  4 - Avion en vol - Bloc de 4 non dentelé, coin de feuille - Variété de la 
valeur absente. Luxe”. 
http://www.philatelie-berck.com/1504-large/reunion-npa-15-avion-en-vol-non-dentele-sans-la-
valeur.jpg: “Réunion - n°PA 15 - Avion en vol - Non dentelé bord de feuille sans la valeur. Luxe.”.  
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variete.jpg: “Réunion - n°PA 2e - Avion en vol - Non dentelé bande de 3 bord de feuille - Variété de la 
valeur absente. Luxe.”.  
http://www.histoire-et-philatelie.fr/pages/005_decolonisation/0100_1936-1946_p-
6_1942.html#reunionfc: “30 NOVEMBRE 1942: La Réunion se rallie à la «France Combattante..18 
DÉCEMBRE 1942 ET 13 MARS 1943: Décision de surcharger des timbres des mots "France Libre (Y&T 
Réunion Nos 187/232 et PA 24/27). 
http://www.histoire-et-philatelie.fr/pages/005_decolonisation/0100_1936-1946_p-
3_colonies_petainistes.html#reunion :   “ 28 NOVEMBRE 1942 :La France Combattante, "par ses 
propres moyens", contrôle la Réunion”. 
 
https://d2xqn5t7wr4wg1.cloudfront.net/modules/auctions/1/pics/big/620-1.jpg: “1942: The four 
values of the 1938 Réunion airmail series overprinted with "France Libre, 29 Novembre 1942" and 
the Lorraine cross. Not issued, all values with original gum. Not listed in Maury or Yvert. Cert. Guy du 
Vachat (2010).”.  
On this issue: http://www.histoire-et-philatelie.fr/pages/005_decolonisation/0100_1936-1946_p-
6_1942.html#reunionfc:    “Il a été vu dans une vente une série de quatre timbres surchargés 
"FRANCE LIBRE / 29 NOVEMBRE 1942". Si ces timbres sont authentiques, ce sont des essais non-
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émis. Néanmoins, la « France Libre » ayant été remplacée par la « France Combattante » le 29 juillet 










1943, France Libre, on 1907 stamps, M216-218 
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1946_P-8_FAFL_ET_LAM.HTML#AUTRES : “20 DÉCEMBRE 1943 : Réouverture de la Ligne 
Réunion-Madagascar. Deux griffes violettes l'une rectangulaire encadrée 40 x 30 mm "FORCES 
FRANCAISE COMBATTANTES / (croix de Lorraine) // MADAGASCAR - REUNION / 
REOUVERTURE / LIAISON AERIENNE / 20 DECEMBRE 1943" l'autre 90 x 17 mm non encadrée 
"F.F.C. Tana-St Denis / «20 Décembre 1943»" sont apposées sur le courier”. 
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“Enveloppe entier postal à 65cts recommandé par avion de Tananarive à Saint-Denis de la Réunion, 
avec affranchissement en vignettes du CFLN 1F50 et 9F (surtaxe 98.50 + 41F !) oblitérée 
"TANANARIVE TSARALALANA" 13/12/43 avec griffe "FORCES FRANCAISES COMBATTANTES / (croix de 
Lorraine) / MADAGASCAR - REUNION / REOUVERTURE / LIAISON AERIENNE / 20 DECEMBRE 1943" au 
recto et griffe "F.F.C. Tana-St Denis / «20 Décembre 1943» " censure militaire et censure des chemins 
de fer et arrivée SAINT-DENIS 20/12/43”  “Pour le vol retour, une griffe rouge rectangulaire encadrée 
40 x 30 mm "FORCES FRANCAISE COMBATTANTES / (croix de Lorraine) // REUNION-MADAGASCAR / 
REOUVERTURE / LIAISON AERIENNE / 20 DECEMBRE 1943" est apposée sur le courier”. 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 







“Lettre par avion de Saint-Denis (réunion) pour Tananarive (Madagascar affranchie à 2F50 avec griffe 
encadrée 40 x 30 mm "FORCES FRANCAISE COMBATTANTES / (croix de Lorraine) // REUNION-
MADAGASCAR / REOUVERTURE / LIAISON AERIENNE / 20 DECEMBRE 1943", arrivée au verso 




6_1942.html#reunionfc  : “carte Visite Réunion france Libre. Carte de visite sous enveloppe 
affranchie à 40c par un timbre surchargé France Libre oblitérée 29/12/43” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 
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6_1942.html#reunionfc: “Lettre de la Réunion pour Madagascar affranchie à 2F50 en timbre 
surchargés France Libre (LSFC : 1F50 + 1F /5g de surtaxe aérienne) oblitérée Saint-Pierre 
20/12/43 arrivée Tananarive 23/12, retour par bateau Tamatave 27/12 Saint-Denis 15/1, 
censure militaire de la Réunion. Cachet 1er vol des forces françaises combattantes.. Note : La 
surtaxe aérienne entre Madagascar et la Réunion est de 1F / 5g et ne changera pas jusqu'en 
1945.COL FRA Bulletin No 46 p 5 ”.  
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https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/sT8AAOSwiBJaPejw/s-l1600.jpg Postmark La Saline, 1945 
 
https://images-03.delcampe-static.net/img_large/auction/000/410/184/987_001.jpg; Postmark St 
Paul, 1943 
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6_1942.html#reunionfc: “Enveloppe entier postal à 50 centimes, avec affranchissement 
complémentaire de 2 x 50c sur 65c avec surcharge FRANCE LIBRE, de Tananarive pour la Réunion, 
oblitérée Tananarive 1/5/43, transit Tamatave 3/5 avec transits et réexpéditions locales Pointe des 
Galets 27/5 Cilaos (28/5) et Saint-Pierre 29/5. censure militaire française "G 10" 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 
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http://www.upastampauctions.co.uk/contents/en-uk/upa56/5019.jpg: “1943 Free French Issue 
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1944, Red Cross, M284 
 
https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/BO-i.jpg  
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/1002.jpg: “Yvert #251a, 1944 5Fr.+20Fr. Red Cross, 
imperforate, generous margins, o.g., n.h., very fine and scarce (Scott #B15 var.)”.  
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6_1942.html#reunionfc: “Lettre de Saint-Paul (Réunion) pour Paris, affranchie à 1F50, 
oblitérée 28/10/44, censure de la Réunion et grande griffe rectangulaire encadrée (55+38) x 
19 mm "S.O.S. (bateau stylisé sur la mer // NE PARLEZ / PAS / DE NAVIRES".…grande 
griffe rectangulaire encadrée 94 x 19 mm " NE PARLEZ PAS DE BATEAUX / sous-marin et 
vagues" 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 







“Devant de lettre de la Réunion pour l'Egypte, affranchie à 25F oblitérée 26/5/44, censure de 
la Réunion et grande griffe rectangulaire encadrée 94 x 19 mm " NE PARLEZ PAS DE 
BATEAUX / sous-marin et vagues"” 
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6_1942.html#reunionfc: " Enveloppe contenant 600g de "tissus pour lingerie" affranchie à 810 F 25 
8/8/45 avec les timbres imprimés à Londres et taxe de 5F d'Algérie (taxe de présentation à la 
douane)..Pour éviter les indiscrétions qui pourraient conduire l'ennemi à couler nos navires, 
les dates d'arrivée et de départ des navires ne sont communiquées qu'à la dernière minute et 
des griffes de propagande sont apposées sur le courrier: grande griffe rectangulaire encadrée 
(55+38) x 19 mm "S.O.S. / NE PARLEZ PAS DE NAVIRES"”.  
 
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/k3UAAOSw9iNaoU4i/s-l1600.jpg; Postmark Saint Denis, 1946 
 
https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/BP6-i.jpg  
1945, Governor Eboue, M292-293 
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5 French Overseas Department, 1946-1975 
See: http://www.histoire-et-philatelie.fr/pages/005_decolonisation/0100_1936-1946_p-
11_1946.html  
a.o., “13 MARS 1946: La Martinique, la Guadeloupe, la Guyane et la Réunion sont déclarées 
"départements français" (loi du 19 mars). L'administration est très réticente du fait du coût très 
important de l'extension à ces départements de la Sécurité Sociale métropolitaine. Cette extension 
ne se fera en fait que sur plusieurs dizaines d'années. Ils utiliseront le franc métropolitain comme 
monnaie à l'exception de la Réunion qui utilisera le franc C.F.A.”.  
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https://www.cherrystonestamps.com/stamps/64762.jpg : “1946 Victory, corner margin imperf. block 
of four, never hinged”.  
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/zeQAAMXQL99Sc5W6/s-l500.jpg: “French Reunion To S Africa 
Airmail Cover 1948 w 3 Stamps”. Postmark Saint Denis, 1948. 
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http://www.raritanstamps.com/Catold/78/LotImg/192.jpg: “1945-46, Common Design Types, Eboue, 
Victory and Chad to Rhine issues, all are sheet margin imperforated singles, perfect condition, full 
OG, NH, VF, Dallay”. 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 





https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/W18AAOSwP69anVon/s-l1600.jpg ; Postmark Saint Denis, 1947. 
1947, M309-327 
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1947, Airmail, M328-330 
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/thumbs/images/g/AdsAAOSwnHZYb0~e/s-l225.jpg  
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http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/1010.jpg: “Yvert #PA51a, 1951 "500F/CFA" surcharge on 
1,000Fr. Sepia and black on blue, imperforate, huge margins all around, o.g., l.h., extremely fine 
(Scott #C41 var.).”.  
1949-1950, Postage Due, MP36-43 
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/eBUAAOSwvg1bVJie/s-l1600.jpg  
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5MSlqhFZU/s400/Reunion.JPG Postmark St Denis, 1952.  
 
http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_HD/10992.jpg : “n°302A , 8 Fr sur 40 Fr violet foncé 
Pic du Midi obl. c.à.d 'Pointe des Galets Réunion 20/6/52' sur CP du Paquebot 'Eridan' des 
Messageries Maritimes et adressée par AVION en France. A côté le cachet violet 'COMPAGNIE DES 
MESSAGERIES MARITIMES * ERIDAN'. TRES RARE CARTE POSTALE PAR AVION.”.  
1953, M366-369 
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1953, Postage due, M44 
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/thumbs/images/g/29UAAOSw0hlZMNj7/s-l225.jpg  
1954, Airmail, M370-373 
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http://www.philatelie-berck.com/2110-large/reunion-cfa-npa54-fouga.jpg: “Réunion - CFA - n°PA54 - 
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https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/eQUAAMXQiNdRdMhI/s-l1600.jpg, Postmark Saint Denis, 1955. 
1954, M379-382 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden; APH Paper 37; Ton Dietz 
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https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/zJ4AAOSw-6pbWplo/s-l1600.jpg : “1958 REUNION ISLAND FRENCH 
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“France 1960, church of Cilaos. The Grand Bénare in the background(2'898 m).  The stamp exists 







http://stampauctionnetwork.com/f/135/1003.jpg: “Maury #355c, 1961 "2f CFA" Surcharge on 5c 
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https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/fL0AAOSwU4ha-0cf/s-l1600.jpg: “France REUNION 1961 DEAR 
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 https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/DD-i.jpg  
1962, M421-422 
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https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/4dsAAOSwUxhbS86H/s-l1600.jpg : “FRANCE REUNION OVERPRINT 
STAMPS COVER 1966 USED TO CANADA RARE !”. Postmark Saint Denis, 1966. 
1963, Red Cross, M428-429 
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1964, Red Cross, M436-437 
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1964, Postage Due MP48-49 
 
http://www.mascoo.com/userfiles/0052325001430559822.jpg (as well as MP50-53), and MP54 
1965, M438-439 
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https://images-02.delcampe-static.net/img_large/auction/000/574/967/880_001.jpg?v=0 ; Postmark 
La Possession, 1968. 
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e426b.jpg?1518483149; Postmark Saint-Benoit, 1971. 
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http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_LD/11577.jpg : “n°377 , 50 Fr sur 1 Fr Carnac + n° 
385 20 Fr sur 40 ct Marianne de Cheffer + Poste Aérienne n° 61 100 Fr sur 2 Fr Mystère 20 obl. c.à.d 
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6GdQEAAA==/france-reunion-fdc-cameleon-7111971-cachet-timbre-ancien.jpg; Postmark L’Étang 
Sale, 1971.  
1971, Charles de Gaulle, M478-481 
 
https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion/Postage-stamps/0486-b.jpg  








1971, Postage Due, MP54 
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Fiscal stamps; revenue 
 
http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_HD/6968-2.jpg  
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http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr/photos_jpg_HD/6968-1.jpg: “REUNION TIMBRES FISCAUX 
surchargés 'C.F.A.' en rouge 12 Fr bleu sur papier bleuté + 12 Fr orange et lilas-brun sur papier bleuté 




.jpg: “Réunion - n°306 - Arbois - Vin - 5 surcharges non-émises – Rare”.  
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6 Use of French postage stamps, 1.1.1975 onwards 
 
https://050mariannedebequet.spipfactory.com/local/cache-vignettes/L810xH576/date_14-
719d5.jpg?1518483149 Postmark St. Leu, 1975.  
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https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/dVkAAOSwOgdYo7jX/s-l500.jpg. Postmark Le Port, 1976. 
 
https://c8.alamy.com/comp/JTCK8T/french-stamp-and-special-1st-day-postmark-for-army-officers-
reserve-JTCK8T.jpg; Postmark Saint Denis, 1976. 
 
https://i.ebayimg.com/images/g/j6cAAOSwZVlXiBRm/s-l500.jpg. Postmark Le Port, 1981.  
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postmark-paquebot.jpg; stamp of France, with Reunion image 
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https://images-02.delcampe-static.net/img_large/auction/000/476/040/185_001.jpg; Postmark (St 
Denis) La Montagne, 1985 
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Postmark St Pierre, 1986 
Copied from http://www.histoire-et-philatelie.fr/pages/005_decolonisation/0100_1936-1946_p-
11_1946.html:  
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“LA DÉPARTEMENTALISATION DES « VIEILLES COLONIES » 
26 FÉVRIER 1946 : 
Aimé Césaire fait un rapport à l'Assemblée sur trois 
propositions de loi déposées par Léopold Bissol pour les 
Antilles, Gaston Monerville pour la Guyane, et Paul Vergès 
pour la Réunion tendant à assimiler les quatre colonies à des 
départements français et ce après le vote en ce sens des 
conseils généraux locaux. 
En fait la demande porte essentiellement sur l'assimilation 
en matière de sécurité sociale puisque les «vielles 





“A la Réunion, plusieurs flammes d'oblitération et une oblitération temporaire 
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Des "prêts-à-poster" seront mis en service à la Réunion pour le soixantième anniversaire”. 
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http://zenius.kalnieciai.lt/africa/reunion/1993-.jpg, Postmark St Paul. 
 
https://www.mountainstamp.com/Reunion_pictures/France_2008_Cirque_de_Mafate_stamp.jpg: 
“France 2008, Cirque de Mafate. The stamp was issued in the series "Portraits des régions". The 
stamp issued as "bloc de feuillet" as well, please see below.  “.  
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.jpg : “France 2008, Cirque de Mafate "bloc de feuillet".  The illustration is showing in the background 
Piton Cimendef 2'228 m (left), Piton des Neiges 3'069 m (right) and Piton Cabris in the foreground. 
Seen from Dos D'Ane viewpoint”.   
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Cirques & Pitons — Piton Morne Langevin — Piton de la Fournaise …The Piton des Neiges is a 3’069 
m high volcano on La Réunion. The The volcano has been inactive for 20'000 years. Piton des Neiges 
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is the highest peak on La Réunion and is surrounded by three massive crater valleys, the Cirque de 




: “France 2011, Piton Cabris. The stamp was issued in the Collector Timbré - La Réunion". The Piton 
Cabris (1'435 m) is situated in the northern part of Cirque Mafate”.  
 
https://www.mountainstamp.com/Reunion_pictures/France_2011_Reunion_Entre_Deux_stamp.jpg: 
“France 2011, Village Entre Deux. The stamp was issued in the Collector Timbré - La Réunion". The 
Village Entry Deux is situated at the slopes of Cirque Cilaos.”.  
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mp.jpg : “France 2012, Piton des Neiges. The stamp was issued in the series "Collector - Grand Raid 
2012". 
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“France 2012. The stamp was issued in the series "Collector - Grand Raid 2012". The stamp shows a 
view from La Brèche in the Cirque Mafate. The Piton des Neiges is not visible from this point, it is 
behind the Gros Morne.”.  
 
https://www.mountainstamp.com/Reunion_pictures/France_2013_Reunion_Le_Dimitile_stamp.jpg :  
“France 2013, Le Dimitile. Le Dimitile is a mountainous zone within the commune Entre Deux at the 
slopes of the Cirque Cilaos. The stamp is showing a view from the south-east towards the outer 
crater rim of the Cirque de Cilaos (Le Dimitile) and the Grand Bénare (2'898 m) in the background. 
The stamp was issued in the series. "Collector - Entre ciel et terre... Les îles françaises - La Réunion".”.  
 
https://www.mountainstamp.com/Reunion_pictures/France_0000_Piton_des_Neiges_stamp.jpg: 
“France, Summit of the Piton des Neiges. The stamp was issued in the series "Collector - Entre ciel et 
terre... Les îles françaises - La Réunion".”.  
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https://www.wikitimbres.fr/public/stamps/800/AUTOAD-2011-125.jpg ; 2011 
 
https://coverspostcardsworldwide.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/reunion_2.jpg  Postmark Saint 
Denis Trinite. 
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https://worldwidecovers.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/reunion-150211.jpg : “The stamp on the right 
is part of the set “French Overseas Territories”, which was issued on November 25, 2011”. Postmark 
St Denis-Ocean, 2015. 
Fiscal stamps 
http://www.timbres-fiscaux.fr/archives/2012/12/18/25946704.html: “18 décembre 2012. Timbres-
amendes destinés à la Réunion. Au hasard de mes pérégrinations sur le site de ventes aux enchères 
Delcampe, je suis tombé sur un vendeur qui proposait différents timbres-amendes destinés à l'Ile de 
la Réunion. On reconnaît aisément ces fiscaux, car pour servir localement, les timbres de métropole 
sont surchargés en francs CFA, en usage à cette époque sur l'île intense. Voici ce que propose ce 
vendeur “: 
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http://p5.storage.canalblog.com/57/49/785723/82100600_p.jpg: “n° 1 de métropole : 10F,00 
surchargé 500 F CFA”.  
http://p5.storage.canalblog.com/51/28/785723/82100411_p.jpg: “même timbre mais avec n° de 
série alphanumérique soit n° 2 (filigrane AT) ou n° 4 (filigrane AGT) de métropole : 10F,00 surchargé 
500 F CFA”.  
  
http://p5.storage.canalblog.com/58/01/785723/82100415_o.jpg: “n° 3 (filigrane AT) ou n° 5 
(filigrane AGT) de métropole : 20F,00 surchargé 1000 F CFA”.  
http://p4.storage.canalblog.com/40/36/785723/82100417_p.jpg: “n° 6 (filigrane AGT) de métropole 
: 40F,00 surchargé 2000 F CFA”.  
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7 Postmarks and post offices 
Postmarks illustrated in this APH paper 
Post office / Postmark Year used 
Benoit, Ile de Bourbon 1848 
Cilaos 1943, ’58, ‘96 
Convoyeur Reunion 1916 
Entre Deux 1912 
Hell Bourg 1907 
La Montagne 1985 
La Possession 1968 
La Reunion a Marseille (paquebot) 1909, 1919 
La Saline 1945 
L’Etang Sale 1907, ’08, 71, ‘81 
Le Port 1976, ‘81 
Le Tampon 1986 
Pointe des Cilaos 1912 
Pointe des Galets 1938, ’43 , ‘52 
Salazie 1864, 1909 
Solazie 1884 
St André 1852, 1892, 1904, 1986 
St Benoit, Reunion 1859, 1894, 1971, 1986 
St Denis, Ile de Bourbon 1841, 1845 
St Denis, Ile de la Reunion  1850 
St Denis, Reunion 1852, ’59, ’62, ’68, ’69, ’72, ’76, ’79, ’81, ’82, ’84, 
’85, ’88, ’90, ’91, ’92, ’93, ’98, 1904, ’07, ’31, ’33, 
’35, ’37, ’39, ’40, ’41, ’43, ’45, ‘46, ’47, ’48, ’52, 
’53, ’55, ’61, ’66, ’71, ’72, ’76, ’86, ’96, 2006 
St Denis Trinite 2012 
St Denis Ocean 2015 
St Gilles les Bains 1938 
St Joseph 1986 
St Leu 1876, 1975 
St Paul 1889, ’96, 1938, ’43, ’44, ’86, ’96  
St Pierre 1889, ’90, ’91, ’92, ’97, 1933, ’43, ‘86 
Ste Clotilde 1986 
Ste Rose 1937 
Ste Suzanne 1852, 1878 
3Bassins 1896 
 
Currently existing post offices at La Reunion, according to 
https://www.laposte.fr/particulier/departement/la-reunion/974/page-1  
Bois de nefles st paul 
Bras panon 
Bras panon bp 
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Riviere du mat bp 
Cilaos 
Cilaos bp 
Palmiste rouge ap 
Entre deux 
L’ etang sale 
L’ etang sale bp 
L’ etang sale les bains bp 
La chaloupe 
La plaine des cafres 
La plaine des palmistes 
La possession 
La riviere des galets  
Le dos d ane  
Sainte therese  
La saline 
Le guillaume 
Le piton st leu 
Le plate bp 
Le port 
Le port bp 
Le port zup bp 
Le tampon 
Le petit tampon ap 
Le tampon 
Le tampon 17e km bp 
Paul badre bp 
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Pont d yves ap 
Tampon 14e km ap 
Tampon bras creux ap 
Trois mares bp 
Les avirons 
Les avirons bp 
Tevelave bp 
Les trois bassins 
Petite ile 
Petite ile bp 
Piton des goyaves bp 
Ravine des cabris 
Ravine des cabris bp 
St pierre ligne des bambous bp 
Salazie 
Hell bourg bp 
Salazie bp 
Salazie grand ilet ap 
St andre 
Bras des chevrettes ap 
Cambuston bp 
La cressonniere bp 




Bois de nefles saint denis rp 
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Le brule ap 
Saint bernard ap 
Saint denis la montagne bp 
Saint denis trinite rp 
Saint francois ap 
St denis camelias 
St denis la source bp 
St denis moufia bp 
St denis ocean bp 
St denis rp 
St gilles les bains 
La saline les bains bp 
St gilles les bains 
St gilles roquefeuil bp 
St gilles les hauts 
St gilles les hauts bp 
Tan rouge bp 
St joseph 
Jean petit bp 
Les lianes bp 
St joseph 




La riviere bp 
Les makes ap 
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Basse vallee ap 
Saint philippe bp 
St pierre 
Basse terre bp 
Grand bois bp 
Montvert les bas ap 
Ravine blanche 
St pierre 
St pierre bois d'olives bp 
Terre sainte bp 
Ste anne 
Ste clotilde 
La bretagne bp 
Saint denis chaudron bp 
Ste clotilde 
Ste marie 
La convenance rp 
La grande montee bp 
Riviere des pluies bp 
Ste marie 
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Piton ste rose rp 
Ste rose bp 
Ste suzanne 
Sainte suzanne bagatelle bp 
Ste suzanne bp 
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8 A Note on Sources 
African Postal Heritage papers are based on information available online. For Réunion there are 
many sources. As usual for APH papers a lot of images of postage stamps could be downloaded from 
stampworld: https://swmedia-4cd6.kxcdn.com/media/catalogue/Reunion, and from 
https://www.postbeeld.com  and their https://www.freestampcatalogue.com. Some images came 
from another online catalogue:  http://kayatana.com.   
Public auction websites have become indispensable for online information about postage stamps, 
like https://i.ebayimg.com, and https://images-00.delcampe-static.net.  
Many commercial auction houses and commercial stamp dealers provide a lot of useful images and 
information as well, like http://stampauctionnetwork.com, https://www.sandafayre.com, and 
others2 . For Réunion and other French territories http://www.colfra.org/ , and their 
http://www.histoire-et-philatelie.fr/  are very important  sources of detailed information. 
https://www.stampcommunity.org , http://www.stampdomain.com/country/reunion,  some 
blogspots,  and other sources of information based on collectors is useful as well 3. For postal areas 
like Réunion, with very expensive stamps and hence dangerous forgeries http://stampforgeries.com 
is important to detect those forgeries.  
There are some useful sources for postal history, like https://www.mauritiuspostalhistory.com, 
https://www.linns.com/news/world-stamps-postal-history, and of course https://nl.wikipedia.org , 
https://upload.wikimedia.org, https://assets.catawiki.nl,  and https://www.wikitimbres.fr.    
For revenue stamps https://www.jbarefoot.co.uk is a useful source of information, as well as 
http://www.timbres-fiscaux.fr, http://www.maison-timbre.fr, and http://p5.storage.canalblog.com.   
Images in general, and hence also images of postage stamps, postcards and other related philatelic 




Of course there is also information in books, which are not (yet) online. For Réunion two books look 
particularly interesting: François Feuga’s “Marques postales et obliterations de l’Ile de la Réunion”, 
and  Daniel Bauchet’s “Les Convoyeurs de la Réunion” together with  “ les obliterations de la 
Réunion”, written together with Jean Wall.  
                                                          
2 https://www.cherrystonestamps.com, http://www.michael-hamilton.com, 
http://www.upastampauctions.co.uk, http://www.kelleherauctions.com,  
https://d2xqn5t7wr4wg1.cloudfront.net/modules/auctions, https://npv.nl ,  
http://www.kelibia.fr/histoirepostale,  http://www.maison-timbre.fr, https://www.rhonephilatelie.fr,   
http://www.marsanoux-philatelie.fr, http://www.mascoo.com, https://www.stamps-plus.com   
http://www.raritanstamps.com, http://www.stamp-one.com, https://cdn.verbolia.com,  
http://www.philatelie-berck.com,  https://www.magellanstamps.com, http://stampmall.com.au  
3 https://050mariannedebequet.spipfactory.com , http://zenius.kalnieciai.lt , https://images.justcollecting.com  
, http://www.stampboards.com , https://www.mountainstamp.com, and     
https://coverspostcardsworldwide.files.wordpress.com  
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http://docs.philateliques.free.fr/livres/couv_grand/1748.jpg  
http://docs.philateliques.free.fr/livres/couv_grand/4622.jpg  
